
Research indicates that the characteristics we are born with have much more influence on our personality 
and development than any experiences we may have in our life.
Which do you consider to be the major influence?

There is a controversial debate over the topic whether which one has much more influence to make individual's 
personality nature or nurture. New research has approved that inborn talents has a greater effect on personage and 
development than latter. In this essay, I will describe both sides and finally clear my point of view.

Undoubtedly, humans were born with specific innate properties. These natural traits could easily make our identities 
and demands in future life. These talents are different from people to people even in identical twins. When we grow 
older, these present at birth talents will guide us to choose better opportunities and make intelligence selections. 
Some individuals have numerous innate characters and finding them an early ages lead to tremendous achievements 
in oncoming years. For instance, Michael Phelps, an American retired competitive swimmer and the most successful 
and most decorated Olympian of all time, has long hands in compare of his foots and this amazing style is the key 
secret of his recorders.

On the other hand, every mankind gets huge numbers of knowledge and experiences from his family, friends and 
other sources. It is clear that with proper education and training our hidden talents will sprout and create better 
prospective in advance. For more emphasize, just imagine athletic champions, they have started their specific trends 
with excellent training when they were child and this perfect upbringing is the main cause of their champions. 

To put it in a nutshell, for creating characteristics and personality both inborn tendency and correct rearing are 
necessary, but from my estimation, environmental conditions and effect of society beside training and education 
have much more influence to create individual's personality.


